Developed in Australia, tested by EMC Technology (accredited by NATA) & proven to
reduce exposure to SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) by up to 99.95% below the ACMA legal safety limit.
Suitable for almost all mobile phones* and at just 0.35mm thin will fit inside almost any mobile phone case**
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The Technology: The Cellsafe® Radi Chip technology is a
combination of absorbent material layers and a specially engineered
passive directional RF coupler.
TM

The process: These layers are sprayed in a form of micro sized
particles which is done by specially designed equipment.
The composition is adjusted perfectly to absorb the maximum and
equal signal power for the range of transmitted frequency bands
from the phones antenna/s.
These layers and our specially designed passive directional RF coupler,
act as a one way gate to disperse the majority of the signal absorbed
towards the back of the phone.
Conclusion: All of this is designed to achieve a better result than just
keeping the phone away from users head or body (as recommended by
the manufacturers).
The Cellsafe® technology reduces SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) up to
99.95% below the ACMA legal safety limit without reducing the phones
performance. Now you can experience the peace of mind of Cellsafe®’s
scientifically proven mobile phone radiation reducing technology in a
whole new way. Enjoy the freedom to choose your own mobile phone case*.
This discreet chip is placed on the back of your phone and at just 0.35mm is
thin enough to allow fitting of any mobile phone case over the top.
The Radi Chip can also be used on your mobile phone without a case.
Proven to reduce your exposure to SAR by up to 99.95% below the ACMA
legal safety limit.
TM

*available in three versions, one for iPhone 3,4,4S, 5, 5S & 5C, one for iPhone 6/6 Plus and one version for Andriod phones.
iPad version coming soon!
**Not suitable for use with mobile phone cases made of aluminium or any other type of metal as this may affect the
performance of the product.

